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HOMECOMING DANCE
Hal Nelson! orchestra will play for the
Homecoming dance in the Gym, Saturday at 8. Admission 95 cent.

The Wooster Voice
WOOSTER,, OHIO, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22,

Volume Lix

PREXY SPEAKS
Pres. Charles F. Wuhan will speak in
chapel on Sunday morning during Homecoming

week-en-

-

d.

Number 7

.1942

'

ALUMNI RETURN FOR 24th HOMECOMING
..

Dad's Day Homecoming' Schedule Library Displays Homecoming, Dad VDay Celebration
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23
Writings of First Offers Music as Central Theme
P.M.
be held at Merz hall
:00 Open House
Music Director In Aclivily
Bonfire
7:00
Scovel
Plans of Week-en- d
8:00
Dedication concert for the new conservatory
be held in

College Dedicates
Merz Music Hall

--

2:30-- 7

will

fi,eld

.

will

the chapel.

An interesting display of some of
the books written by Kajl Merz, the
first director of the conservatory of
music at Wooster, is now 'on exhibit
at the library. ' Some of the interest
ing things to note are the articles on
music written by Karl Merz and published in the periodical, Bainard's
Musical World. Karl Merz was editor
of this periodical for some time. The
March 1890 issue of this periodical is
a memorial to him and contains sev
eral articles about his life. There are

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24
A. M.
11:00

Dedication of the Conservatory of
Music in its new location, Karl Merz
Roger E. Glasgow, 22, of Apple
hall, named in honor of the conserva-tory'- s Creek, a member of the class of
first director, will be held this Civilian pilots being trained for flyweek-ening at Wooster airport in' connection
Merz hall, which is the former with ground school classes
at the
Overholc - residence - at
shortly after 12 5on
Beall Avenue and Pine Street, was Wednesday when his plane crashed
purchased by the college last year to east of the airport. His
instructor who
ronlnre ftie nA hm'Mincr at Refill Ave. was- - flying in
another plane nearby,
nut and East Bowman Street, which stated that Glasgow's' plane went into
had housed the conservatory for a a spin 200 feet from the ground, four
number of years.
miles east of the airport.
First Program
Glasgow was unconscious when tak
The first of the dedicatory pro-gra- en from the wreckage. He was taken
is to be Friday afternoon when, to the Beeson hospital where careful
from 2:30 to 5, the new conservatory examination revealed one ankle was
will hold open house. Faculty members broken, the other injured, his nose
and advanced music students will be broken, and minor cuts and bruises
the receiving liner'Again on Sun- around, the facer Reports from the hosi.
day afternoon, from 2:30 to 5, Merz pital late Wednesday evening stated
hall will observe open house.
that he had not regained complete
A dedication concert of music by consciousness, and his condition was
:
the college choir, symphony orchestra, still considered critical. - and men's and women's glee clubs will
Glasgow is one of a group of ten
be presented in the chapel, Friday Navy trainees; enlisted under
the V-- 5
evening, at 8.
program, who came to the College in
The program will include four num- September for an intensive two months
bers by the women's glee club, "Gian-nin- a primary course for the Navy
Air
Mia (The Firefly)" by Friml; Corps.
The 240 hours of ground
"The Long Day Closes", Sullivan; school and 72 hours of flight instruc
"Waters Ripple and Flow" arranged tion was nearing the close for this
by Deems Taylor; and "Let All My group.
Life Be Music" .by Spross; three anThis is the first accident which has
thems by the choir, "Great and Mar-- - occured since these clas.es
started
velous Are Thy Works" from "The training under the Wooster-Navco
Holy City" by Gaul; "How Lovely is operative program.
Thy Dwelling Place", by Brahms; and
the "Hallelujah Chorus" from Handel's "Messiah"; and selections by the
men's glee club, "Emitte Spiritum
luum by ochuetky; ' v raise by
Monson; "Manana", Brown-Riegge"arid "Mobile Bay"Tmd
two chanteys arranged by Bartholo
mew. The final portion of the cdn-- .
cert will be presented by the symphony orchestra; one of the numbers
is to be Karl Merz's "Eloge" orchestrated by Professor Dan Parmelee.
The orchestra will also play a Vienesse
waltz, "Gold and Silver", by Strauss
and selections from Tchaikovsky's
"Nutcracker Suite".
d.

Service of dedication

P. M.
12:30
2:15

Merz hall

-

Phi Kappa Lambda luncheon.
Football game (Wooster vs. Muskingum)
Severance Stadium
Homecoming tea
Babcock lounge
Dad's Day Teas
Douglass lounge and Hoover parlor
Homecoming play
Scott auditorium
Homecoming dance
Severance gymnasium

4:30

.

8:00
8:00

i

col-legBT-warinj-

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25

ured

the-corner-

6fJ

ms

---

in

y

church service
(President Wishart preaching)

Miss Eakin Fills
Head Position in
Art Department
The

head of the art depart-men- t
Jane Eakin, Bachelor of
Fine Arts from Ohio university. She
attended the Cooper Union in New
York City, where she was secretary
to the Dean, and the Art Students'
League. Later, while living in Greenwich Village, she taught art in the
Labor Temple in New York and at
the Pacifist Organization's Settlement
in Newark. Miss Eakin, who comes ornew
is Miss

iginally from Duquesne, Pa., came to
Wooster in February, and is now
teaching all the art classes. Last summer she spent etching, and does principally oils, water colors, pen and
pencil sketches, and sculptoring in
wood and stone.

;

-

a special league of five colleges, Ohio
Wesleyan, Allegheny, Western Re
serve, Oberlin, and Wooster, met in
Cleveland on Saturday, Oct. 17 at the
University club. The type of " debat
ing to be conducted during wartime
because of transportation difficulties
was discussed and it was decided to
have two tournaments, one on Dec. 1 1
and 12, and the other on Mar. 12 and
13, both in Qeveland.
Two Panel Discussions
The first of these will consist of
two panel discussions, two extempor
aneous discussions,' and a symposium
on Friday afternoon, and one regular
style debate and a
debate on Saturday. All questions will
relate to some phase of the national
question, which pertains to post-wa- r
problems.
'." Each college will enter eight rep
resentatives, each of which will participate in all the discussions. At the
close of each discussion one of the
professors will offer constructive criti
cism on each of the speeches.
The Second Meeting
second
meeting will be held on
The
13 one day being de
12,
and
Mar.
voted to discussions and the other to
'
a legislative assembly. They will all
the clarification of war aims.
-- concern
Besides these special league debates,
Wooster representatives will partici
pate in other debates throughout the
year. However, the Speech department
will endeavor to arrange them so that
transportation by train or bus will be
possible.
,

-

cross-examinati-

Community Theaire

'

t.f.

Courtesy Wooiter Daily Record

ALICE NEFF AS PURITY DEAN
- By Prof. Frederick. Moore
Last night in Scott auditorium Dr, a genuine note of democracy in the
Lean scored another interesting and piece warmly upheld by the young
decided success with his production1 of lovers that gives the play an unex
Paul Loomis' "Pure as the Driven pected, current interest.

on

Snow" or

"The. Working Girl's

Se-

cret". The play is a modern imitation
of nineteenth century drama, making
use of all the cliches and theatrical
hokum of the soft and tender traditions of domestic drama rather than
the crime, passion, and spectacle of
true melodrama. It is true domestic
drama; here is no majestic pall of trag-edbut something that comes home
to the humbler classes of society. Poverty is no sin; there is dignity in honest labor; virtue is its own 'reward;
and the innocent and humble will triumph In the end while the villain after . a long pursuit wilLcome to the
wall. The heroine, "only a working
girl", as she never lets us forget, is a
great grand-daughtof George Barn,
well. She glorifies the domestic virtues,
holds high the standards of the middle
class, and makes a
'appeal
to their sympathies. There is indeed
y;

.

er

true-hearte- d

The honors for the acting go to
Miss Neff as Purity Dean. She knew
exactly what she was doing and con
sistently gave the right effect without
overdoing the part as did some of the
actors in the minor roles. It was impossible to Hear her without being
moved; her voice filled the spectators
with indignation at her wrongs. She
acted the lovely heroine with simplicity, tenderness, and dignity. George
Phelps, as the leading man, gave a
sympathetic portrayal of one of nature's noblemen. He was by turns tender, passionate, proud, and terrible,
but always true and simple. Mr. Stalker's success as the villain was amply
proved by the vociferous hatred of the
audience. He richly burlesqued all the
traits of the conventional villain, and
gave to the audience everything that
the role had to offer, Space forbids
(Continued on Page 4)

Nelson Discusses
Student Relations

"Book of Bays" by William Bee- a book of natural history
and of travel, containing interesting
stories about fish and fowl.
1.

To Present Students

"Until the Day Break" by Louis
Next Production Bromfield.
This book was written by an
Ohio authof.' The scene is Paris under
Qare Boothe's sophisticated com the Nazis. It tells how the French peoedy, "The Women", will be the next ple are working secretly against the
undertaking of the Wooster Commun. Nazi government.
ity Theatre, slated for the 5th and
by John L.
3. "Modern Burma
6th of November, at.the Opera House.
Christian. This is an exceedingly time
The role of "Sylvia", done by Ilka
ly book, which gives a siirvey of the
Chase in New York, and by Rosalind
people, history, politics and govern
Russell in the movie version, will be
foreign relations, etc., of this
interpreted by Charis Lewis, senior at ment,
country.
the College. "Sylvia" is perhaps the
4. "Gracious Majesty" by Laurence
smoothest member of the group of
"cats" composing the personnel of the Housman. This book has twelve dra
vehicle, in which the spectator gets an matic espisodes based on the life of
inside story of some Park Avenue pri Queen Victoria.
vate lives,
5. "Washington Is Like That", by
' Dramatic Experience
Willard M. Kiplinger, This is a book
abut our national capital.'
A bit about Miss Lewis' drama
experience deals with such parts as
6. "Last Time I Saw Paris" by
The Princess, in Villars', "The Invis- Elliot Paul. This book gives an ac
ible Duke", and Raina, in "Arms and count of life on a little side street in
the Man", by G. B. Shaw. This so Paris, with sketches of the characters
ciology major says she will do "Sylvia" of those who lived there. The book,
"just for fun".
which is partly autobiographical,
is
The' role of Maggie will be "por full of entertaining anecdotes.

In
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With South America

Judged at

vrilpil

Robert Lessing delivered a thesis
on "The Impact of World War II
on South American Trade" at the
regular meeting of Congressional club
Monday, Oct. 19.

at

.

Fortnightly Parodies
Nursery Rhyme

Quarter

11

aan. '

Dorm lawn decorations must be
ready by 11 a.m. Friday to be judged
by a faculty-studecommittee con
sisting of Mr. E. Z. Ramey, of the
alumni office, Miss Deborah Arm
strong, Miss Jane Eakin, art instructor, Prof. W. L. Sharp, Bob West,
Gwen Polen, Ruth Whiston and Don
Coates. Two cups, for the winning
boys' and girls' dorms, will be presented at the half time at the football,
game. Last year Holden and Livingstone Lodge were the winners. Themes
this year will be quite abundant with
the war, Dad's Day, Homecoming and
football.
nt
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On Friday afternoon from 2:30 to
Karl Merz hall will WrAA
house with faculty members and upper class music students present to
Dr. John Oliver Nelson will speak
greet visitors. The dedication concert
on his work as Director of the Dewill start at 8 p.m. in chapel with the .
partment of Student Relations, Pres
Girls' chorus, the Collece choir, tha
byterian Board of Christian EducaMen's Glee club and the Symphony
tion at chapel on Wednesday.
orchestra presenting the program.
As church counsellor, he has aided
many students throughout the country
Dr. James F. Cooke, editor of
in planning their education and ca- - Etude, the
music magazine,
reer. He has an interesting- back- - -- J
-J
L
rrresser rounaar
orf me
prcsiueni
ground for his work both as a student
wiU
M
formaUedica.
and as a minister.
tion service of Karl Merz hall. The
program starts at 1 1 a.m. Saturday.
Five Year Pastorate
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Parmelee will pre- five
his
During
year
Sfjashuiavc at
oi
tvuiiu ina itvc yeas. pastorate
Merz.
Brentwood Presbyterian Church, Pitts- - sent 811 eIo8e
.
n: v
i' newly organ
Pi
Kappa Lambda, the
burgh, Pa., the church grew from a
ized naticfnal music fraternity, will
dependent mission to a
congregation with 375 new members, hold luncheon at the Black and Gold
a new plant, and a local mission pro- tea room at 12:30 p.m. Saturday. At
gram of its own. He organized and :15 comes the football game with
(Continued on Page 4)
developed "Brentminster",
a youth
church program which for years aver.
aged over 100 in weekly attendance.
5
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Problems of Trading

"Today we face greater problems in
South American trade than ever be
fore. They have lost all their Contin
ental European markets, and their en
tire economy is threatened unless the
U. S. can perfect a new system of
trade. The war has greatly, decreased
our exports of machinery and manu
'
factured goods to Latin America and
has changed the character of our imApprentices to Sponsor
ports from consumer goods to vital
Stage Dance For Kappa and strategic raw materials. The ship,
shortage and
menace is
Gamma Members ping
also a source of some concern."
Said Lessing in conclusion, 'The
The Freshman Apprentices will hole
increased purchasing power in Latin
their next meeting Thursday, Nov. 5 America
after the war coupled with
Various committees have been formed long
range development programs
one of which is the Green Room com
promise a thriving hemisphere trade
mittee to clean up the property and
on a new and democratic basis."
costume rooms and get the stage and
At the next meeting, Nov. 2, John
dressing room ready for the Home
Stranahan will deliver a thesis.
coming play. Another committee
filing and typing a survey of the plays
that last year's Freshman Apprentices
appeared in, etc. A stage dance
Taylor hall is being planned to be
given by the Apprentices for mem
Old
bers of Kappa Theta Gamma and
their guests. Clarice Miraldi is the
Fortnightly, under the leadership of
senior advisor for the dance.
Milburn, program chairman,
Martha
The next meeting of Kappa Theta
is presenting to its members at its next
Gamma will be held Nov. 19. A play
reading committee has been formed. meeting Monday, Oct. 26, a type of
composed of Alice Neff, Phemia Hay-man- program that has not been attempted
for several years at the college,
John Bathgate, and John Mel-liDouglass Zook was initiated into
The familiar nursery rhyme. Tack
Kappa Theta 'Gamma Oct. 13. Other and Jill, has been selected as the theme
new members will be taken in in the and in an arrangement by Sigmund
middle of next semester.
Spaeth has been transformed into
group of selections utilizing six dif
ferent types of music. They are as fol
k First
Ends
lows: an oratorio presented by Martha
Milburn, a Schubert number by Bob
Sunday, Oct. 25, ends the first Moreland, a Wagnerian opera bj
quarter of this semester. Church on Charles' Sommers, a French Jmpres
Sunday will be included inthe cut sionistic piece by
June Whitmer, an
allowance of the first fljarter. Nine Italian opera by Dorothy Henderson,
chapel Cuts and fovMOnurch cuts will and a modern jazz version br Gloria
be allowed irk, the new quarter be- apencer and icott Leon d. Rache
ginning Monday.
Shobert is the accompanist.
i

well-hUe-

d

well-know-

Lessing Discusses

x7DTfiHT

beginning Friday,

d,

Oct. 23, Wooster celebrates a combined Homecoming and Dad's Day
with music as the dominant them
through the formal dedication of the
Karl Merz hall, the new home of the
conservatory of music.
d
schedule tor the
lhe
week-enincludes on Friday the traditional inter-dorlawn decoration
contest, an open house at Karl Merz
hall and a dedication concert in the
chapel in the evening.
Saturday
brings the formal dedication service,
luncheons, a . football game, teas, a
bonfire and a presentation - of-t- he
Homecoming play anfl the Homecom
ing dance. On Sunday comes the tra
ditional Homecoming church service,

rn

--

4

week-en-

hall.

2.

Theta

,

on Karl
by. Dr. William I.

be. This is

.

Rogers Directs
Rogers,
Herb
who is directing the
play, has been very active in both
Community and College productions.
On the hill he has been seen in "Sun
Set by Slansky", "Outward Bound
"Prexy and Son", "Family Portrait",
and "The Man Who Came to Din
ner." In the Community line, he has
proved himself in "Margin for Er- ror", "Out of the Frying Pan'
"Queen's Husband", and "The Fool".
So, it seems that Mr. Rogers has had
plenty of experience to cope with the
direction of "The (32) ,Women"!

Debate Committee

e'

Review

Ro NOBM

This

m

,iHiMiHfMiHiHfHH

Some' interesting books to read are
the following:

trayed by Corrine Coppock, also a sen.
ior at Wooster. She has been active
in college dramatic work, and was cast
last in "Family Portrait". Her out'
standing philosophy in the play is
"that no man ought to be let out un
less on leash."

Prexy to Preside
President Wishart is to preside over
the formal dedication service in the
conservatory, at 11, Saturday morn'
ing. The address will be made by. Dr
(Continued on Page 4)

n

Merz written
Schreiber.

Open house at Merz hall.

r;

The debate committee representing

Chapel

p;m.
2:30-5:0- 0

",

Schedules Two
Future Contests

American-Germa-

Homecoming

11:00

"Pure as the Driven Snow" Proves Hit

"A-Roving-

aIsowoteresting-ajsklesJnTh-

A7MT

After the homecoming came refresh
ments' will be served in Douglass and
Hoover to the fathers and mothers
of the students. The visiting alumni
will go to Babcock for tea. Open
house will be held at the music conservatory from 2:30 to 5 Friday afternoon. Music students will act as guides
and girls will assist at the tea. Every
body is invited.

:

Trainee Glasgow
Suffers Injuries- In Plane Crash

'T T TTTf TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTl'I'f

:

Dr. Cooke Will Speak At
Dedication Service
On Saturday

...

t

While at Princeton University, Dr.
Nelson "wrote and drew for
'The
Princeton Tiger", headed the symphony, and graduated with high honor. A year at the University of Edinburgh, Scotland, provided slum duty
in the notorious Canongate. He was
graduated from McCormick Theolog
ical Seminary, Chicago, 111., in 1933,
and two years later received his Doctor of Philosophy degree from Yale
university.

School Awards
Ten Scholarships
To Test Winners

On Oct. 10, 1942, one hundred and
high school students from
different schools partici
pated in the annual High School Day
examinations. The examinations were
comprised of two tests. The first was
a reading comprehension exam, and
the second a subject test of the stu
Initiated Boy Scout Program
dent's own choice. The awards were
Active in Pittsburgh Presbytery
his pastorate there, he initiated a made on the basis of the highest
new integration of the Boy Scout pro- combined scores. Patricia Byrne of
gram in church life. Having been a Glenville high school in Qeveland
leader in many summer conferences, made the highest score. It was 199
he has come to know personally hun- out of a possible 250. There wera on
dreds of students and other young hundred and twelve who took the test
in academic subjects and eight in mupeople.
twenty

thirty-thre-

e

dur-in- g

.

sic.

His

writings include the book,
"America Inherits Religion
and
various articles and pamphlets. He is
editor of 'The Intercollegian", the
magazine of the Student Christian
Movement and the Student Volunteer
Movement.

Winners
Patricia Byrne, Glen villa h i s h
school, Qeveland, French 199;
Douglas, East high school. Qeva- land, Math. 198; Roemer Mclntyre,
.

Wil-lia-

m

Lakewood high school, Chem. 182;
Kathleen Winland, Copley Two. hiah
school, Eng. 182; Robert Woodruff,
La Grange high school. Math. 177;
Coates to Replace Miles Clayton Ramey, Copley Twp.. high
Math. 173; Jack Wilson.
As Head of Geology Club; school,
Wooster high school, Ger. 173; Jean
Outline Semester Plans Munro, Lakewood high school. Hist.
169; Donald FauWe, Glenville high
school, Qeveland, Physics 168; and
The members of the Geology club
Stanley Gault, Wooster high school.
have elected for this year's officers,
Music.
.
Dan Miles, president; Don Coates,
vice-preside-

nt;

and Al Spreng,

Alternates

secretary-t-

George
Bing, ; Vermillion hish
reasurer.
However, since Dan school,
Biology 166; Anna Koppl
Miles has been drafted,- - Don Coates
cast
high
school, Qeveland, Ger.
will assume his duties.
165; Thomas Burman- - Zanesvilla
,
. .
.
.
t
Since so many of the members of inign
school, Mist. 164; Helen Irwin,
the dub art being threatened by the Lakewood high school. Eng. 163; Coldraft, Dr. Ver Steeg wishes to 'make leen Moon, Wooster high school. Eng.
the first semester as interesting as 1)1; and Andrew Weaver, Wooster
possible for all those present.
high school. Biology 149.
.
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John Q. Stranahi
Herb Rc
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Bob August- Joe Bindley
John Meloy,

;
.

Mary-An- n

Barbara Haas
Elian Vaugh

'.

George Koch
HankMiller-E- d

Morris

Jan Adams.

Homecoming play. JThey can look over the
old grads to see what kind of men and women
we are going to be in a couple of years. '

On the other hand, the grads should like
to remember their own college Dad's Day
with all the happy introductions and the tra
ditional recognition during the football game.
The college itself will be the same school on
the hill to which Dads and old students have
been coming each fall for many years. To be
sure, there have been some changes. Our men
are spending more time on an obstacle course
and less on the dance floor; we will sell War
Bonds and Stamps instead of chrysanthemums
and band tags during the game.

STAFF ASSOCIATES
Betty Rom, Betty Waterhouse, John Kovach
Riddle
Grace Ohki. Miry-An- n

ASSISTANTS
Betty Gourley, Edith Beck, Betty Geating, Cary March,
Marjorie Mould, Jeanne Caatner, Anne Fisher, Everett Campbell. Sally Wade. Ginny Miller, Scotty Mclntyre, Dick Caton,
Marge Page, Jeanne Washabaugh, Wayne Brubaker, Betty
Talbot, Berniee BriUe, Bill Jones, Peg Miller, Charlotte
Dow, Anne Bowman, Eileen Palmer, Peggy Welsh, Mary
Anne Brown, Robert McFarlan, Tom Dennis, Robert Ron- "sbeim, RudrMizorekr Barbara Voorhiea, Olive May Hltt,
Eunice McAdoo, Martha Ann Keller. DTck Yoder, Grace Hall,
Alice Quin, Lee On thank, Doris Scheu, Mary Isabel Love,
" Jsnet Held.- -"
"
"
'

However the Wooster "hello" is still the
it plenty this week
" end.

upon the weather beaten portal of the
Voice office!

ryr

"A Job Well Done" was the title
f

'

in

of an editorial which appeared

the Cleveland Plain Dealer Saturday,
Oct. 17, praising individual and
co-operati-

com-munit-

GET

MORTIMER
THE BEST

OF

PURITY?

WILL

scrap drive. But

aha!

OF

Wlklr

y

Witt

WIN

THE 'DORM
DECORATION"
CONTEST ?

OUR

by (Paulette) Gnome

Margaret Neely, Corienne Coppock, Elinor
Jean' Curry, Ruth Twitcbell, Tom Dennis, 'Betty
Pat Workman, Betty Russell, Ester Robinson, Janet
Fred Stead.

The worthy shepherd of the Mission Meth'
odist church in a burst of passionate eloquence
in denunciation of the world's wickedest declared:

t

HUlKlft

"Ever since human beings lived
in caves, hunted in packs and di- -

rREftT

CONCERT
OFF WITHOUT
SOUR NOTE?

WILL THE

&0
A

AND WHO

Wttl

WIN fXHt

FOOT-

BALL

G-AM-

'I
--

vided up the kill, the progress of
civilization has been measured by
the people able to leave the pack

1

and

Sincerely,

1

w

cult congealed. For instance:

will make itself evident, be it Mr.

Stranahan or Mr." Bellamy.

1

think-piec- e

no

WEEKEND.

di-

I

is. Liberty", this
is probably the most archaic and irresponsible bit of opinion to
find a press since the
Deal

AND

INTO ONE

4

Illusion:

al

anti-Ne-

done during the war emergency.

Also, genius is genius

EyeningpstfjOctj
"Neo-Liber-

That Collectivism

YEfVR,

ter faculty ,for the work they have

rection!"

Witness the editorial in

Labeled,

10.

COMBINING

IS

idge "era of wonderful nonsense" but,
yea, even in the days of the Neanderthal Man.

MERZ HALL

15, praising the Woos-

same

.4

f

the "Saturday

COLLECT

THE

which appeared in The Wooster Voice

"Great minds run in the

JOHN BATHGATE

country are still living in the past;
hot just back in the Harding-Coo- l

SOON.

THIS

"A Job Well

1

ANS- -

BE

WERED

Done" was the title of an editorial

Thursday, Oct.

WHO

QUESTIONS

in the Cleveland

on

and care for themselves without
the leader doing their thinking
for them."

t?

Sociology Tests All Wet
Apparently our sociology texts are
all wet. Instead of developing from
the caveman to the family unit, to the

Johnny-on-the-sp- ot

CURRENT GOMMOTIONSWhat
MELLIN

t
t

tribe, and thence to the complex so- cial organization of today, we have
been in retrogression the peak having
been that hairy individualist
the
Neanderthal Man. And here is more:
"For centuries, technological ad-

Time?"
Is Student Wail

and more material into Russia and the
is to prepare for the eventuality
the
other
do
"How long before this class is over?
What kind of an agreement
switch
in Soviet policy.
have
of
a
What time is it?" . . . "The lights are
United States and Great Britain
blinking at Hoover. What time is
with Russia, and what part are the
In spite of sugar coated newspaper
it?" . . . "Ho hum! I don't have to
Soviets to play in the United Nations'
reports, it is well known that Russia
up yet, do I? What time is it?"
get
war strategy? The recent tension over doesn't see
e
with the United
the second front brought these quesNo
matter what you do in college,
Nations a s represented b y Great
tions to the limelight. Russia is won- - Britain and the United States. Al- time 'is
Some people
" dering- - whereand - when-t- he
aidxshe
read
the
can
hour
,'
though" she became our
was promised is to come, and the
she never professed to share any of are able to interpret the star, while
common folk in America and Eng- the "war aims of the democracies". still fewer watch the hour-glasMost
land are clamoring . to know what It may also be pointed out that though of us depend on clocks.
'
kind of pledges their countries gave Stalin
None of Them Agree
in his speeches condemns the
Soviets.
the
On
campus, there is one eleour
his
of
go
he
doesn't
out
Nazi tyranny,
is invariably dependable
that
ment
talks
laud
his
allies.
He
way to
at
Not a Place to Wrangle
Eng- in relation to our clocks. None of
fight
the
for
of
Russian
length
This is not a place to wrangle over
land and America, , but he fails to them agree. The big clock on Kauke
the possibility of a second front or
mention any allied fight for Russia. kicks each minute by with loud, dethe time and place of its aefvent. The
this the way an ally should act or cisive "Clunks". It is usually the most
Is
facts concerning the problem are in
are the American and British people reliable one, although never in acthe hands of military officials and
just in the dark as to the extent of the cordance with the spasmodic ringing
governmental leaders of the "inner
of the bells. It is also a good clock to
alliance?
circle". Still much "big talk" has isuse because of its size, for no matter
A Definite Agreement
sued from Washington which might
how sleepy you may be, no matter
make the Russians suspicious of our
Th only way to break this vicious how damply "Woosterish" he weather
good intentions. The president ac- circle; of
and suspicion is for you can see this clock.
cused the papers 'of talking without America and England to make a defThe snobbish
in the lisufficient facts, but this sin was not inite agreement with Russia. It should
brary is usually five minutes on either
theirs alone. Second front talk has be a clear 'cut understanding whereby side
of the clock on Kauke and chimes
been circulated officially and unof- each country would know what is ex:
in
defiance every quarter hour. It
out
ficially by United Nations' spokesmen pected of it. In addition the terms of
laughs at you as it stares, and sneers
time and again. Still nothing happens. the agreement should be published for while
you struggle frantically with a
The feeling is growing among Rus- the benefit of the people. The lack of stubborn
piece of homework beneath
sians here and abroad that England accurate information which leads to its
haughty face.
and America are being intentionally false rumor would then be cleared
Three Classes
reticent in order to bleed Soviet power away. Labor morals would be bolstered
And then there are the dorm clocks.
so that it will not be such a potent in America and in England. Labor
They run in three classes: the electric
factor at the peace table. Such reports would then be assured that it was not
ones in your rooms that stop at the"
lead us to wonder what kind of an part of a giant double-cros- s
aimed at slightest provocation and delight in
agreement we really have with Russia, the greatest working class nation in making
you late to class; the thirty-nin- e
and to what extent she accepts our the world. Big business would be
cent type that screams at you in
alliance with her.
forced to recognize that it is expected the middle of the night with disdain
Two Plans
prejudices in favor to get up (these are the ones
to forget pre-wa- r
most
of
alliance
military ag- often found donated to the local scrap
against
an
To meet the questions of the people
at home and the people in Russia, gression. Finally such an agreement heap) ; and finally the clocks that run
Washington and London are reacting would let the Russians know what to your night life for you.
with two plans. One" is to push more expect from her brothers in arms.
The last kind drag the minutes by
when you are stuck with a Mortimer
Snerd date and put off the closing
hour until you have gone stark, rav-in- g
By JOHN STALKER
mad. But when you're having a
good
time . . swish! If vou run uo
With the passing of Claude Thorn-hil- l
for it signified a new era in music, the hill, you have 10 minutes
to spare
from the orchestra light, we the
combining a smootn rnytnm.c sty e by the dom c,ocki but .f you
public are witnessing the farewell of
with good taste in arrangement, mel- - up (with ,ot of
dme by al,lothef
the band which had one of the most
clocks)
hmml
Five
days campus are
,
distinctive styles in the jazz era which , ", ,
band after the engagements on the 1ennrlA
U
.
.
. .
.
e
t
.
,
i our rnena.
U now known as owing. lhornhill
"h w
r
Dut
"hv
;
r
.
ic u
,f
started his outfit aft
after two years ot
d never , did
Wl
l -,
l j. ofe, understand 7 that
when the. home-towi
.
,l phrase)
such a
,band,
experience with Andre Kostelanetz as ,7
,, on
. .
;
Vernon,' Texas, was short of trombone memorable
,
r
,
mpmr.Lt. ..(not. favorable)
i
. .
subject?
featured piano man. This was in the. ,
piayers, a young man wno was amtrorm- - The on,y othef clocfcg we know
are the
winter of 1941, and he personally iner trumpet piayer maae tne sw.tc- n- clock at the. Shack
amJ
terviewed more than 100 musicians mcidentally, his
name wa, Jackson watches, and we all.know
their idiosyn.
before completing his outfit.
Teagarden.
crasieSi
$0
KQp
jR
He moved east and stayed in that
Jack played With Paul Whiteman cIass next houf Doej
- area
until recently when he began
whenBi. the IJnfapv hnvi and Rinir ...L
"me " f
"
his theatre tour which he will wind up Crogbv
with a final broadcast on the Spot- . . nr.
He Was with Jimmv Dor
1 niS
hem
light Band on Friday night. The band for
while but finallyJ
out
was unusually- large with 21 pieces
in l:.
.
.
rll : story appeared, in
l never TU.
,
tne
" wwn, miu,j cuiuuugul l-ue- nas
me orass section -- was caretuuyreache1 th, upper bracketJ he hflJ Cleveland Plain Dealer Monday,
Oct
modulated to bring out the reed sec aIway5 been con5istent
in his music 19:
tion, which was constantly featured for over three years that haVe seen
Grave Face, Dirty Dig
m ensemble or section arrangements. plenty of one nighters. Esther Todd,
New York, Oct. 18 (AP)
A
By JACK

Ross.

mgg

l oday, responsible men or our

same and we'll be using

BUSINESS ASSOCIATES
Barbara
Ehrman,
Leonard,
Kenyan,

By

Fame if pounding with both fist

1

ng

1

"

1

I

vancement has made the individual less and less capable of organ-

eye-to-ey-

"Hell is full of cocktails, highballs, short
bathing suits.
skirts, and
Voice from gallery: "Oh, Death, where is
thy sting?"
.

A

:.

.

He was only a man in his early flirties.

receiver and while he was waiting for a chance
to call the operator, heard this following
on a party line.

con-versati- on

"Hello."
"Hello."
"That you Jake?"
.
"Yep, this is Jake."
"It don't sound like Jake."
,
."Well, this is Jake speaking, all right."
"Are you sure this is Jake?"
"Sure, this is Jake."
"Well, listen, Jake. This is Henry. Lend me
..

'

Congress.

The

soldiers of many "countries, especially
the Axis countries, are fighting not because of
ideals, but because they are compelled to fight.

If the 18 to 20 year old class is called, and
it appears almost certain that this class will
be called, then it seems only logical that this
class should have a voice in the running of, our

--

$50."

Poetry Corner:
Three Blind Mice,
Three Blind Mice!
See how they run,
See how they run!
They all run after the
Farmer's wife
Blind? Oh Yeah!

government.

If a man is called upon to give his life for
various principles, then he should have the
privilege of helping to formulate these prin'
ciples. Certainly it would boost the young
soldiers' morale if they could feel that they are
giving their lives for a cause that they have

The editor was dying, but, when the doctor
bent over, placed his ear to his breast and
said, "Poor man! Circulation almost gone," the
dying editor sat up and shouted: "You're another! We have the largest circulation irijthe
country V

helped to make.

The argument may be given that the young"
soldiers are too immature to know how to vote,
yet war does strange things to immaturity.
The proposed amendment by Senator Van'
denberg is so stated that it woujd apply to all
members of the 18 to 21 class, regardless of
sex or military status.

--
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It must be remembered that this is a total
war and that we all are some way or other en'
gulfed by it. Today we are all more or less

By .ELEANOR HOMAN

--

It's a cafeteria of congenial concoctions this
week-enwhere the Wooster undergrads,
grads, and dads will
sharing a lot of the

soldiers. Some of us are and will be engaged in
active fighting, some of us are engaged in pro'
duction or in some other phase of the war. The
18 to 21 year old group is no exception.

The youth of this country must be armed
with the idea that he is fighting for his own
principles, and that it is his duty to uphold
them.

d

same social sustenance.

ed

8-1- 1.

DURING
have been

many complaints made by
."various" organizations because they could-nsecure chaperons for their social functions.

;..

Several weeks ago the Student Senate was
unable to secure chaperons for its all'college
dance until, a few hours before the dance act'
ually began. Certain social events have had
to be called off because none of the "eligibles"
",
could attend.
,.

organization wanted to have a social event,
the deans! office could assign a chaperon to that
event. If a chaperon were assigned for a cer
tain weekend and could not be on duty, then
he should arrange for some one else to replace

to have the
office approve certain seniors of high
character to serve as chaperons. Many
seniors would be glad to attend social
is

ot

On Saturday noon the PEANUTS and
the "alumnuts" will be mixed at LUNCHEON
in the Black and Gold, while at Mrs. Harry's
the SPHINX are breaking the' year's silence
with their, grads at LUNCHEON too.

.

There are two logical solutions which we
would like to suggest. First, that the deans draw
up a list of chaperons and assign them certain
weekends to be on chaperon duty. Then if an

The second solution

The THIRD SECTION boys are foHpwing
sleepy-eyetradition up to Deyil's Slide for
a 6:30 BREAKFAST on Saturday morning.
At about 8 they will follow 'him down the hill
"
"and back to bed.
T
d

THE PAST few weeks there

deans'
moral
of the
events

free of charge especially such rugged out'
door events as hayrides, picnics, etc., that are
nightmares to most of the present chaperons.

When choosing your main dish for Saturn
day, night, you might try the
DANCE from
in the gym where Hal
Nelson will serve a rock and roll along with
jam and, other sweet stuff. The regular hors
d'oeuvre of Saturday night, SOCIAL DANCING will come from 7'8 in lower Babcock for
ALL-COLLEG- E

8-1-

.

all the

by-th-

"bed-fellow"-

e

-s-
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un)--a-.few

ill-feeli-

SWINGMATISMS

er

piC
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f
t
same
in aeptn due to the, use or
flutes,, and baritones, with a lot of
clarinet variations.
When Irving Fazola left Bob Cros
by, Thornhill snapped him up in spite
of a lot of criticisms that Fazola
wbuldn't fit in with the band's style,
However, Thornhill knew what h e
wanted, and his choice proved to be
a good one, for Fazola gave the band
the necessary punch on the jump of
' bfKt.l til
..L anuJ
waa MA.OH
never iuu muni,
Ttwi kti&c t.lMA
certainly led the reed section to bigger
and better things. The band made two
records which sold like hotcakes, name.
Jy: "Autumn Nocturne" and "Snow-fallhis theme. These two records
on tne ,we'e 5'e but for
a.eJ)0tk
Z
beautiful melody and wmTsweirsoIos"
they are unbeatable. Thornhill's great
piano is good on both sides, while
Fazola's clarinet on "Nocturne' is
terrific.
.

s.

Sunday morning BREAKFAST- - is going to:
find the DOMINOES at Mrs. Harry's,, the
PYRAMIDS and TRUMPS at the Black and
Gold, and the IMPS in lower. Babcock. When
the DARTS, SPUDS, and PIPERS begin
functioning', too, this column will look like
campus competition for the state hospital.

t
J 'Jfc qUneLilldl

'.
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A

been doing the .vocals with the out- fit and wowed the recent army tour
that Jack made. If you want to get
a swell disc by Jackson listen to
"Rhythm King", onev of the best ef
forts made by the band a short time
ago. .For sheer driving power and
,some great beat this is it; if you
don't agree, then yours truly will glad- ly swallow hit pride, and maintain
the above opinion.
'

--
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"
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It

man remarking that he would "much
rather work 12 hours a day for the
Germans than two hours for the
French," the British radio renorted
'
today.
The German, liking the French- mn's spirit, introduced him to his
commandant who asked, "By the way,
"
what is your job?"
am a grave digger Herr com
mandant," the Frenchman replied.

1

oaf YOUR
in the

--

It

Out

for post-wa- r
economic and social
chaos. And the soldier who,
not so
cheerfully in many cases, went
out to
fight for the Four Freedoms, "free-dofrom want" among others, is
not going to be very happy when he
m

dsLth?Lke'keen L"abbedjnthe

4

",

hep-kitten-

This Monstrosity
Space prevents lis from presenting
more examples of this monstrosity.
The "Post" finishes by warning us to
be on guard to see that, after the war,
"the martial economic law which we
now cheerfully accept does not become
the law of the land." With this we
can all agree, but it is also clear to us
that what the "Saturday Evening Post"
would really like to have us do after
the war would be to discard the Wag-ne- r
Act, the Truth in Securities Act,
the Food and Drug Law, and others
of a like nature. The "Post" would
not have the government putting
mobilized soldiers to work at above,
subsistence levels if private enterprise
is unable to do so. The "Post" is ask-in- g

r

.

seems too bad

ganization

that such an

or-

PURSE
-

It

'

-

for-tun-

,'

unj...j

if

The editorial goes on to say, in
sence, that we must have more and
more millionaires in order that the
government will have tax sources with
which to support the "less productive"
section of our population. We must
allow people to accumulate these millions in order that there mav be in- centive for the "better talented" mem- bers of society to organize and produce wealth. What the SEP does not
tell us is that legislators long ago
found that the government's biggest
potential tax source lies in the middle
class, not in ' the upper-clas- s
income
brackets; thaponce a millionaire's
e
is established it perpetuates itself
and even grows, merely, from accumulating interest on stocks and
bonds, and then the millionaire and
his descendants no longer have incentive to organize and produce, and soon
become" fat and lazy, living off the
rest of us.

r

n

can do this are (1) the private
enterprises, using free labor, and

In other words, men who work for
the Post Office are slaves while those
who work for the American Express
Co. are free. Employees of the TVA
labor while workers for
are Hitler-typ- e
Northern Ohio Light and Power Co.
are free labor,

.

......

i

control."

ng

old-tim-

izing and directing his own work.
Hence, someone else must direct
it. -- The - onl- y- two - agencies that

(2) the government, using Hitler's type of labor. We must
choose between freedom and state

.

1.

--

Chap-a-roon-

;

Beside them in line for festive
from
food will be SECOND and EIGHTH SECTIONS of DOUGLAS'S for an INFORMAL
in Babcock from
8-1-

.

-

""""r-"-

SIXTH SECTION is next with their INFORMAL in Galpin and OPEN. HOUSE
--

--

.

"All right. I'll tell him when he comes in."
.

nt.

s.

:-

A New Haven man took down his telephone

Senator Vandenberg recently stated, "If
young men of 18 are to be drafted to fight for
their country; they should be able to vote for
the kind of government the country is tq have."
The amendment would have to be ratified by
three'fourths. of the states, after approval of

all-importa-

i

PROPOSED AMENDMENT to the
United States Constitution has been
made by Senator Vandenberg of Mich'
igan that the voting age be reduced to 18
years, if the draft age is lowered.

one-piec- e

i
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CELEBRATES the coming
wecktnd with double enthusiasm,
WOOSTER
r
doors and our hearts (are,
thrown open to both Dads and grads in one
super "Dad's Jomecoming" Day.
Our visitors must not feel that because we
have combined the two days they are just
f
the attention of former years.
On the contrary, we treat each celebration
with the same zest and feeling as if it were
aayj2vjtsdfithen since one and one make
two, we get a day which is twice as over'
whelming and delightful as ever before.
Dads will like being let in on the Homecom.'
ing festivities with the dorm displays and the

ai IVt Cilliaji f Wo

By Bob Burns

PEN POINTS

Letter Comments On
Editorial Coincidence

Scads of Dads, Grads

otce

Thursday, October 22, 1942

HE-WOOSTERVOICE;

back;, Vet, behind his
back, now, this

type of hazy daydreaming continues.
Wanna buy an apple, mister??

:'..

And here is a neat bit by Sam
Grafton, columnist for the "New
Tork Post", which, if you will think
about it a little, is very neat indeed.
"What is truth? . V. Truth can
be a gentleman in England,
aying that a secondfVont now
miht be an unparalleled disaster
for the Allies; Or it can be a liar
like Hitler, sweating in the
Sportspalast, assuring the German '
.. People that a second front now
would be an unparalleled disaster
th AnieaJSee, the liar
says
it, too7 mlrfe jame "words!"

fr

-G-

a BUY WAR STAMPS

BO

,
!

.

should have to break up
i-

.F.G.

Editor's Note This column does not
reflect the opinion of either the
school or the editorial staff of the
Voice.
'
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Seventh Awaits McDowell Leads Mates Against Scots
Important Game
With Fifth Team
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By BOB AUGUST

Fifth Section is still astride the top
of the touch football league, but both
Sixth and Seventh gained ground
on the ' first place team this week.
Sixth swamped Ninth to the tune of
There should be fireworks this Saturday when Wooster and Muskingum get 30 to 0, while Seventh; carved out a
couple of victories over First, 18 to 2,
tOgethsrAwhoughth Scot's traditionaLrivaL i uiuallythought .
Oberlin, over the span of the last four years, feeling has been rising to a and over Third, Z4 to 6. Hfth7 was
not scheduled to play this week.
much higher pitch over the contest with the Muskies.
' Fifth Meets Seventh
The basis for athletic rivalry among colleges lies traditionally in the field
The impending clash between Fifth
of football and basketball, with the minor sports wielding much less effect and Seventh
next Monday looms as
on its intensity. For the continuation of strong feeling between schools, it is the crucial game in the title race. Sevnecessary that their games be a give and take affair between evenly matched
enth started slowly, picked up moteams. When one school gains the clear-cu- t
ascendancy over the other for mentum as the season progressed, and
a considerable number of years, the rivalry tends to increase proportionally. is
now considered a real threat to the
During the last three years, we have
Its attack is built
if it keeps up the tradition of the last
defeated the Oberlin teams consistentaround the running of Bob Douglass
ly in both football and basketball, al- few years, it promises to be a mighty and the fine pass receiving of Perry
though our supremacy has not been bitter football game.
Narten.
Wooster. will have to sweep aside
sufficient to dissolve the feeling beA victory for Seventh would throw
tween the colleges. We still like to beat their five remaining opponents in or the race into a
tie between
Oberlin, but' it will take a couple of der to keep intact Coach Swigart's rec- Sixth and Fifth. Even a victory would
victories on their part before the ord or" never having lost more than leave Seventh still behind the leadfeeling of rivalry is fanned to its old two games in a season- ers, as the result tof two early season
pitch.
ties. If Seventh expects to win, it will
have to stop the accurate oass Ditch
Muskies Are Arch Rivals
ing of Bob Sanborn, a task that has
Muskingum has become the team
not been accomplished so far this sea
we like best to beat, and the feeling
Although Seventh is given i
son.
il reciprocated with interest on their
fighting
chance, Fifth will be the dis
partThe seed of the present animostinct favorite to win its sixth straight
ity might well be traced to the Woos- Voice Sports Editor

Probost Highlights Case
Attack by Plunging
For Two Scores

nas

league-leader-

Webb and Purdy
Win Top Honors
In Voice Contest

victory
etJasketbsIl courtlate .in the 1 940
'
Narten Heads Seventh
season, when the Scots outplayed the
With
here and a large
In the game with First, Narten led
Muskies to win the Ohio Conference
number of upsets a weekly affair on
the Seventh attack with three touch
basketball crown,
Muskingum had
the gridiron, the students are becom downs.
been very much in the running and
First section counted its only
ing better experts with each week. points when Gray caught
the defeat aroused therein.
Douglass be
This ,week four students picked all
his
hind
goal
line,
and
the game
The same year Wooster did it six of the winners correctly. On the
ended
with
the
Kapps
Tri
the long
on
again, but this time on the gridiron, basis of scores, Howard Webb
of Ken-arde- n end of a 18 to 2 count.
with a 14 to 3 football triumph. It
V won first prize of two tickets
Their - victory - over - Third - was in
served as no balm to sooth MuskhT-gum'-s to the Wooster
Theatre and Martha the same convincing
manner. Narmaltreated ego. Muskingum had Purdy of Hoover won second prize
was
again
big
ten
the
gun with two
apparently been sailing blissfully to of one ticket to the Wooster
Theatre. markers, followed by Gebhardt and
championship,
a
when rhe underdog Honorable mention goes
to Harold Douglass with one apiece. Third gave
Black and Gold gave them a sound McComas
and Bob Brown.
Seventh a scare in the opening minbeating.
Th e Texas A. &
Christ- utes when it marched right down the
Basketballers Bow to Muskies
ian, Tennessee-Alabamand Georgia. field to a touchdown, Richards carry
They were thoroughly keyed up Tulane games
put many of the
ing the leather over the last strip.
when the two schools met on the hard-woo- d
out of the running, although But after that one score, .Seventh
in 1941, and the Muskies handed none of the games could be called
turned on the heat to ring up a well
the great Scot basketball team, paced UIUMI Cenrtr'ta'
:
mux
deserved victory.
by Pudge Hole, Dick Gernert, and
Tulane placed many of the content- Sixth marked another in the vic
Red Grenert, one of their few con
ants quite a bit off on the scores
tory colum with a 30 to 0 conquest
ference defeats. It was the final game
We have six tough games again this of Ninth. Their passing attack proved
of the season; Wooster seemed to have
week, so pick the winners and get especially effective, accounting
for
had the Conference title all wrapped
your ballots in before 10 p.m. Friday. four of their five touchdowns. Beck,
- up and ready
to take home. But the
Three tickets will again be promptly Conrad, and Hudson, were outstand
Scots went down to defeat, and Mt.
awarded to the winning contestants. ing for Sixth, while Nachtman and
Union backed into the title.
The decisions of the judges will be Dailey turned in the best perform
Last fall, the Muskie footballers final.
ances for the losers.
were after revenge for their upset of
the previous season, and they probably
would have handed Wooster a lacing,
, if it hadn't
been for the outstanding
Football Contest Blank
play of Harry Ditch. Twice he broke
away for long touchdown runs that
successfully nullified the Muskies big
NAMB
edge in first downs and total yardmid-seaso- n

as

a,

con-testan- ts

.

age.

Wooster

Wooster Wins Close One
In the most 'thrilling basketball
game of the past season, Mose Hole's
sharpshooters pulled a close one out
of the fire in the last minutes, 50 to
46. It was the play of the Wooster
subs, combined with veteran Rich
Sproull, that brought the Black, and
Gold up from behind, and kept them
there.
,

Iowa

Indiana

Michigan

Minnesota

Wisconsin

Purdi

Cornell

Syracuse

Santa Clara

Muskingum will be Wooster's op
ponent in the annual Homecoming
game on Saturday. The Homecoming
contest in former years has always
been considered the top tussle on the
Scots' home schedule. The boys from
New Concord are a natural choice,
for their college has long been an
arch-rivof Wooster on the .claying
al

fieIdJfjheleoesffjiccording
to predictions it should prove to be
one of the season's high spots
Muskies Have New Coaches
The Muskies this year have an en
tirely new coaching staff, headed by
AI Baisler, a 1935 grad. For several
seasons Al has tutored the New Con-cor- n
high school eleven with great
success, giving them the district cham
pionship. Assisting Baisler is Harry
Shelton,natohetimeathretic director
at Davis and Elkins college. Shelton
coached D. 6i E. basketball teams to
victories over such powers as Long
Island university, Temole. and St
Johns of Brooklyn. Coach Baisler
since talcing over, has tried to hject
me ana spirit into his DUDiIi and to
keep them aggressive all the time.
His offense usually starts from the sin.
but he does emolov running
and passing plays from the long punt
,

gle-win- g,

formation.
Hadden is
Spearhead of the Musk ie
'
Johnny Hadden.
back. Johnny is very fast and dan- gerous every time he lugs that
He also handles the naic
kicking assignments. Davison, the full- back, is a
line.mar.
who can be counted on for consistent
gains. He stands out on defense, esTriple-Thre-

at

art-ar-

t

pig-ski- n.

oJ

hard-drivin-

pecially.

tr

Robertson

find

T.iokfarr lutll

probably be the other backfield start- ers. Andy Cartwright, a southpaw
,..
Mulholland. and Duff
tos-se- r,

able reserves who will see
considerable

sopho-more-

WEYENBERG

. .

in

Shoe

Enjoy extra miles of smart
comfort. We have the style
you like best, at your price.
DRESS UP IN SHINY
BABY CALF
Brown

Red

H.

O

WOOSTER
THEATRE

In case .of ties the scores,

will de-

More than one entry will auto- matically . invalidate both of the
forms.
entry deposited after
deadline. will be destroyed.

9. Any

IIEIL CO. SHOP

the

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Double Feature

"Gay Sisters"
and

"Apache Trail"
SUN.-MON.-TUE-

.iiiiiiii

picked to win by nearly three touchdowns, the team which even pessimis-

-

mm

Case coach,

tic

Muskie Team

Ray Ride, figured

would win handily. The 15-- 0 score
captain, Dave McDowell, a big fellow which
was pinned on us doesn't tell
who is also the team s place-kicke
the
entire
story, despite the
Other tackles are Huhn, Hoyle, and
Marinco. Among the guards are Mos. predictions of Ride and Litkenhouse.
er, Ferguson, Pierson, and Gerry.
Field is Muddy
Moser, at right guard, has looked par
A drizzling before game rain, which
ticularly good. Bob Caylor is sta
reappeared
at intervals throughout the
tioned at the pivot post.
both passing and run
made
fracas,
Muskies Are Heavy
ning
precarious
at best. Wooster lost
The Muskies will field a team that
oflF toopeir-th- e
the
kicked
and
toss
compares favorably with Wooster in
Roger
only below
game.
Stoneburner's
a 185 Uv forward wal
size and heft
kick
ended
the
par
Case 43
up
on
and a 170 lb. backfield. This should
the
From
this
home
started
point
team
make for a tight ball game. Thus far
show
what
them
their
had
earned
to
they have been an in and out com
e
Running
reputation.
power.
bine, winning only their initial test
ful spinners and reverses behind an
against Wright-PattersoField. They
have dropped decisions to Otterbein unbalanced line, the Rough Riders got
and Findlay, while holding Akron U two first downs in three plays. Woosand Denison to a draw. But the Mus. ter here showed the beginning of their
kies are bound to break loose, and stiff defense, causing Case to punt.
Case held also with Boyer kicking for
Saturday may be the day.
the Scots. A real thrill was given the
crowd here as Boyer barely managed
to get his kick away. The Brown and
White came right back. This time
Lykos intercepted Mlakar's pass on
our 24, to stave off the inevitable.
Soon Bill Eicher had driven back to
our 27, Hard running George Probost
By LOIS WILSON
made it first down on our 10 Vz yard
a
TTI
f
nas planned
a gala line. In four more plays they were
i ne tVFT
sports day, on Saturday, Oct. 31. for only
one foot away from the forbid
all girls interested in fall sports. There
den soil. The tired Scots couldn't hold
will be hockey, tennis, golf, and
Probost on the next play. Bojack
archery, ' for spectators and particiadded the seventh point with a place
pants. Activities will begin at 9 a.m.
ment.
and end with a luncheon at which the
Deidrick Catches Pass
Outing club will provide entertain
'
ment.
In the second quarter things started
The cabin was busy last week-ento look better for us. The big excite
as usual. A freshman counsel erouo ment came early in this period. With
went out on Friday, and a Girl Scout Boyer back in deep punt formation
troop on Saturday. There is a group on our 16, the Case line was allowed
going out this Friday from' 2:30 till to sift' through.' When it appeared
7:30, to do necessary work both in- that Captain Carle was completely
side and outside the cabin. Anyone trapped, he lobbed a basketball eass
interested please see Ruth Whiston. to Deidrick. The entire Rough Rider
Ruth "announces'
the mimeo. line was caught off guard. With five
graphed maps and cabin rules are men running interference for Deid
ready for whomever is interested.
rick, hopes of a Wooster touchdown
The Hiking club is going to the rose rapidly. However, a fast moving
Experiment Station this Saturday. substitute guard came up from behind
There will be further announcements to nip Deidrick on the Case 48. A
in the dormitories.
pass interception two plays later ruined
The first of a series of swimmins that threat. The half ended in the
muck.
meets was held last Monday. In the mid-fielspeed races Metcalf,
McClelland.
Case Starts Fast
Whiston, and Trent won the free
Case started the second half fast.
style. Carlisle excelled in
They immediately picked up a first
with Metcalf and Whiston tying for
second place. Metcalf, Carlisle" and down. After an exchange of kicks,
Hurst were rated the best breast strok-ers- .
er

pre-gam-

pre-gam-

n

Women's

atactics

wia
A

1

,

Case Scores Twice

The

s,

nightmare-lik-

e

fourth quarter

showed only one bright spot for the
visitors. On a powerful Casend
sweeps led byjhree bIockervTommy
Lykos not only rolled all three inter-ferer- s,
but made the tackle as weU.
This was one of the best plays of the
season. With more than anybody's
share of luck, Case garnered a safety
and a touchdown later in the fourth
frame. In the closing minutes Cordova
picked up a few yards by some hard
plunging.

The Rough Riders at least didn't
have the soft touch they expected.
LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
Case 15, Wooster 0.
Michigan U. 34, Northwestern 16.
Texas A. & M. 2, Texas Christian 7.
Ohio State 28, Purdue 0.
Tulane 0, Georgia 40.
Tennessee 8, Alabama 0.

SHACK
--

WELCOME BACK
GRADS

d

WOOSTER

FARM
DAIRIES
GRADS, MOTHERS
and DADS

RITA HAYWORTH
in

ALWAYS THE LATEST GIFTS
Sport Jewelry and Linen Handkerchiefs
Personal Shopping Service

PHONE 728

The Golf club is having a picnic to- day, at which their new manager it
to be nominated." The Tennis dub
will hold their election at a bridge on
Friday, Oct. 30. The nominating committee, consisting of Mary McClaren,
Jane Trent, Ann Melone, Joyce Lori- mer, and Ann Ferguson.

Epsilon Rho'and Sigma Tau Delta,
the two education clubs, have combined this year.
At the meeting held Tuesday night
in lower Babcock, the following officers were elected for this year: Gloria
Parker, president;
Clarice Miraldi,
Jennie Francis, secretary; Jerry Katherman. treasurer.
The program was, given by three
practice teachers, Gwen Polen, Anne
Harms, and Betty MacPhee, who told
of-t- he
problems which" confronted
them in their actual teaching exper'
'
,
ience.
vice-presiden-

WEDNESDAY-THURSDA-

Y

"Are Husbands
Necessary"

Come Up and

Try Our
Special This Saturday

side-strok- e,

Welcome Alumni . .

ELLIOTT'S
A

DRY CLEANING

PHONE 38

Mill's

Beauiy Shop

Wooster's Most Modern

Feather Haircutting

6C

Van Heusen

Permanent

Waving a Specialty
221 & East Liberty Street

t;

.

(Since 1900)

LAUNDRY

Education Clubs Meet

S.

"Tales of Manhattan"

142 EAST LARWILL STREET

Mrs Earl "Snyder, Rep.
Mrs. Albert Wepler, Asft

,

to

treated to one of the most nervy
football games last Saturday that they
are apt to see all season. They saw our
Scots really put a scare into the strong
Case team, which Mr. Litkenhouse had
were

--

that

action.

CHARLES BOYER

next step

Black

8.

Wooster's many Migration Day fans

a thirty yard pass from Mlakar put
Case inside our twenty. This threat
ended when Bob Young stubbed his
toe in" field goal try. Here "Wooster"
started to' drive. Deidrick rode over
Niederhouser for first down in three
tries. After Lehman tried to pass and
a run for no gain, he got off a beautiful quick kick from our 25. The
ball went over the head of the Case
safety man to their 25. On getting
possession of the ball again, the Scots
were donated a first down by two successive first down plays. Jay Lehman
then passed to Stoneburner for 9
yards, and picked up the first down
on a plunge. After two line plays
lost ground, day faded back and fed
a long toss to Eicher. This play, good
for 40 yards, put us within eight yards
of a touchdown. Case flowed a great
goal line stand that stopped us on
their five. The Rough Riders kicked
out of danger as the quarter ended.

d

termine the winner.
Cut the form with the games on it
6.
decision of the judges will be
The
the
from
Voice.
final.
2. Fill in the scores which you be7. All members of the student body
lieve will occur in the games.
are eligible.
3. Write legibly and put your name

in the top of the form.
Deposit the form in one" of the
boxes to be used for this purpose,
or bring it to the Voice office before 10 p.m. on Friday. .v"'

r-u-

Dave McDowell Captains

it

1.

4.

tour

'0

v,

and the veteran S.if.
J
Shay are all dependable wingmen.
tne lett tackle post is the rangy

U. C. L. A.

5.

.

fill

1

dm uold and Jimmy Lee, both

CONTEST RULES

Welcome Home!

viiiiiii....

Muskingum is strong on the flanks.

Muskingum

'

So it will be those 'same Muskies
out on the field this Saturday. And

''S1E

liBliil

111

s.

two-wa- y

M.-Tex-

fif

j

--

v- -

Case Overcomes
Stubborn Defense
To Defeat Scots

and

Glover
Famous Quality.'

Commercial Banking

and Trust Company
"Wooster, Ohio

YOU who are new in "Wooster College are not expected
for that
to know the business places of Wooster . ; .
reason we would invite you to stop in and see our .

THE GIFT CORNER
Distinctive Gifts
Costume Jewelry
Greeting Cards
Southwest Corner of the Square
Mrs. Ada Zufall
Wooster, O,

AI'ISTER
SHOE STORE

-

C I.
W.

.

DAWSON
PHOTOG RAP HER
PHONE 145

G.-

WILLIAMS.

CORRELL

.President
Vice-preside-

nt

and Trust Officer

PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK
As It Is Different
Seeing is Believing
49 Years in Busines

C

HOMECOMING PLAY

"PURlf AS THE DRIVEN SNOW"
or "The Working Girl's Secret"
Wednesday, Tliursday Saturday Evenings
October 21, 22, 24
SCOTT AUDITORIUM
8:00

P.M

STYPE'S DRUG STORE
TICKETS . . . 40c

J.

BERTOLETTE
Cashier and Secretary

Ass't Cashier
C J. KING
HELEN E ALLSPAUGH '

SPORT SHIRTS

Ass't Cashier

Popular Style & 'Colors
MEMBER
Federal Reserve System
Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation

$1.95

Jo

$3.50

Brenner Drcs.

5

t

r

'

'

(Continued from Pag 1)
James F. Cooke, president of the Preiser Foundation and for many years editor of "Etude Music Magazine".
Karl Mere, . under whose .direction
the Wooster Conservatory of Music
got its start, possessed an enviable rep
utation as a lecturer, author, and com
poser, as well as director. From the
age of 11, when he became a church
organist, until his death in 1890, he
was recognized as a talented musician
and has been called Wooster's nearest
approach to genius.
--

CD
.

the war bond and stamp drive this
week-enhave been announced by

,

pill

Mary Alice Cremeans, the chairman
of the drive committee.

-

:LV

:C;::i5si;i;s5;:::'":

d

Stamp cowageswill be on sale at
the football game on Saturday and
for the dance to be held Saturday
night. In addition to the students who
will pass up and down the aisle of the
stadium between the halves, there will
be booths erected at the stadium for
'
further sale of stamps.

Friday, Oct. 24 Prof. Eberhart.
Opening of the bonds sale.
Monday70ct727 Prof. Davis'r Cells
program,
Tuesday, Oct. 28 Convocation and
(Continued from Page 1)
notices.
Wednesday, Oct. 29 Dr. J. O. Nel- - Wooster meeting Muskingum. At 4:30
on.
the faculty wives pour at the HomeThursday, Oct. 30 Pres. Wishart.
coming tea in Babcock lounge while
at the' same time the Dad's Day teas

::-::.::.

Schedules Drive
AfDedicaiibnof
For Homecoming
Karl Merz Hall Further preparations, for he start of

'

';

:

?

held in Douglass lounge and
Hoover parlor. A 7 pan. everyone
gathers about a bonfire on Scovel
field before going to the Homecoming
play, "Pure as The Driven Snow"
which starts at 8 o'clock in Scott
or to the
The storm approached in the form Homecoming dance, beginning at 8:1 J
of the editor. Lightning flashed. with Hal Nelson's orchestra.
Thunder roared. Then silence. His
The celebration closes with the
gruff voice asked, "Where is your
Homecoming church service in chapel
story?" The mind recoiled from the with the sermon by President Charles
shock. Contemplative musings o n F. Wishart. In the afternoon Karl
and marginal Merz hall will be open informally to
Spanish
revenue graphs fled in a flash. What visitors.
Visiting alumni are requested to regstory? Oh, horrors! The Chief's ultim-atuister
at the Alumni office in Galpin
that every department head

People attending the Homecoming
play will be solicited to buy stamps
From his Prussian father, a teacher from a booth to be erected in Taylor
for fifty years and himself an "ex for that purpose. This booth will be
d
cellent
musician , he re- used during all three performances of
ceived his early instruction. Coming to the play.
this country as a young man, he
The committee plans to keep open
taught in girls' schools, and played in a booth in the Student Union buildchurches and theatres for twenty-eigh- t
ing for the convenience of stamp puryears, before joining the Wooster fac chasers during the whole week-enulty as the first director of the depart'
Betty Steiner is in charge of the
ment of music and the arts, a posiwho will work in the booths.
groups
tion which he filled until the time of
his death.
all-roun-

W

A

)

.

;

tivities, Professor Merz edited "Brain
ard's - Musical eWorld", was the . au
thor of some of the best books of his
. .
l ;
'l
posed operettas, a sonata, and num
erous quartettes, choruses, selections
for piano and organ, and songs. Leo
tures given before Wooster, students
were part of a collection of essays and
articles, compiled by his son and pub
Iished posthumously as "Music and

Culture".
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Courtesy WooMer Daily Record
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Play Proves Hit
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French

...
tO-Clevela-

nd

Novel Quiz Program

...

,

d,

news-broadcast-

Holds First Meeting
The first meeting of the Spanish
honorary fraternity, Sigma Delta Pi,
was held Monday, Oct. 19 at Miss
Richardson's home.
All advanced
Spanish students were invited to attend. The president, Horace Dutton,
led an informal discussion of the
political trends of the South American countries in the war. Miss
n
then served refreshments.
.

Rich-ardso-

The next meeting

will be held Nov.

'

16.

...

er

...

....
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...
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DAY

NIGHT

COUNTER
SHOP-WIS-

Watch Repairing

George H. Lahm

After last week's siege of rain I
thought you'd be interested in what
Freedlanders had in the. way of rain
protection. Between now and Christmas we're liabfe to have a good many
s
and
more
So you had better get prepared for
it.
Big boxy COTTON GABARDINE
raincoats are a campus favorite not
only on this campus but on every
other campus in the United States.
So there 'must be something to them
" and there is! They go over suits and
sweaters easily and comfortably. They
are easy to wear and require the minimum amount of care. They are as es-

JEWELER
221 East Liberty St,
Parker Pens
Diamonds

'

i

A committee for the next meeting
at this time, to be headed
Wright Others on the
committee are Eleanor Wolford, Barbara Miller, and Fred Bowman. The
theme for their panel discussion will
be "Campus Social Life", and such
questions as dating and regulations for
hours will be dealt with.
was chosen
by Newton

Alter The Game
and

-I-

Times"

n-Between

Come to the

Our Frosted Malteds are
Unique in Wooster

"Known From Coast to

Open Daily from
7:30 A.M. to 10:30 P.M.
Open Sunday Oct. 25 for your
Convenience

Coast"

camera
Get your color film and
leave your orders for col-

The Lady Wears a Chesterfield
Does the ladys wear a Chesterfield?
You Bet She Does

T

or prints at our store.

A LOVELY ASSORTMENT AT

all-day-drizzl-

es.

The Wayne County
National Bank

SNYDER

Beulah Bechtel

STUDIO

NEXT TO SCHINE'S
Public Square and West Liberty

East Liberty at Bever St.

OFFICERS

SENIORS Call 16 now for
your Index photograph appointment.

Few as Good

sential to a cool sunny day as they are
to a rainy one. You'll love them as
much for that added bit of warmth as
you will for the protection they give
you against the rain.
There are two price ranges one at
$7.95 that is a coat lined in bright
plaid and the other is unlined at
$5.95. Both types have fly fronts that
are buttoned instead of zipped which
really prove to be jusr ur handy as
zippers. You will' find pink, red, and
two shades of bluebesides the conventional natural. All raincoats are
quipped with convenient pockets in
which to shove your hands and everything else. Watch for . DEBBY
ARMSTRONG in her new natural
colored raincoat she 'just bought at
Freedlanders.
Raincoats aren't the only things to
be recommended when you're trying
to keep dry in a rainstorm. To most
of us, keeping our bangs (or what
have youj dry is even a greater prob-lem- .
Freedlanders again supply the
solution SCARFS. Wool ones, spun
rayon, silk, and cotton, plain ones and
.bright ones and pastels
arc only a few of what you have to
choose from. They're large enough to
keep your shoulders as well as your
teed dry. I might add that they are
glamorous as they are practical.
'."
Carol Scott

E.

C LANDES, President
DIX,

E, C.

Vice-preside-

EDMUND

KHAKI YARN

nt

SECREST,

Vice-pre-

s.

ROBERT R. WOODS, Cashier
W. G. GERLACH, Ass't Cashier

C

E. SHEARER, Ass't Cashier

THOMAS
J. LANDES, Sec'y
.
.

w

'

100

.

Opposite Hotel Wooster

DAVID TAGGART
Trust OfFicetv

WALTER C. JONES
Ass't Trust Officer

TRUST OFFICERS

25c Per Ounce

DIX
L. LANDES

DAVID A. TAGGART
.

EDMUND

SECREST

JOHN D. OVERHOLT

Woolcraft Shop
S.E. Corner Public Square
Saturdays we close at 6:00

Phone

965--

Federal Deposit Insurance

...

.

.

.

ALUMNI!

P.M.

LAUNDRY

The

Glamorous Formats
( In Sheers, Rayon
Crepes, Nets,
Taffetas.
Styles tOiFit Every Type

CASES
$1.67

Company
Phone 400

i

Sizes

9-1-

7

-- $8.95-

and up

THE WM.

We service all makes of typewriters
Bever and North Streets

WELCOME

CAN PRO

NICK AHSTER

Corporation
Federal Reserve System

'

W

Printed and Engraved Stationery
MEMBER

206 E. Liberty Street

384-- K

SI

Free patterns and instructions, for regulation
Army and Navy sweaters

Collier Printing

E. S. LANDES

C

Phone

VIRGIN WOOL

ROBERT R. WOODS
Ass't Trust Officer

E. C.

CHAS. H. MORRISON, Proprietor

goar(j

DIRECTORS

None Better Than

MORRISON'S BARBER SHOP
....

.p'..on
f

us-;

CAFETERIA

.

.

debate-and-disc-

STUDENT UNION

Now you can take color
pictures with most any!

Jewelry

FDEEDLAIIDERS

down-pour-

COLOR FILM

OUR
ADVERTISERS

Southeast Corner of the Square

for

he-topic

sion at the meeting of the Freshman
Debaters on Monday, Oct. 7 was:
"Should the draft age be lowered to
18 years as a permanent policy?" Originally scheduled for this meeting was
the question: "Has Chivalry Gone Out
of Date?" This was changed, however,
and the question of draft age used.
Debaters on this topic were " Sally
Wade, Jean Long, William Belleman
and Robert Ronsheim.

KEENEY'S

PATRONIZE

E

AT

t,

it

DICK I'lORRISOII'S

-T-

--

vice-presiden-

CITY TAXI

Discuss Draft Age

ew?'

...

Spanish Fraternity

Freshman Debaiors

-1-

To

Old Grads Come
Back, But Let's
Not Discuss That

badges.

to receive identification

write a story of 300 words. Three hundred words! About 20 or 30 sentences
of the who, what, where, why, and

of the Student Senate, is pictured above congratulating the winners of the freshman how of something. Oh, for an idea!
John Clay, president
.
. U t...
Ml
I
t
C
t
i
n - d
J
TL.
rrf
iiey wi icicacm hic wa
anaI jac opuruey.
student senate election, ine two wno were eiectea are rat oryanc
First-Nighter- s
. .
of '45 in the Student Senate for both semesters of this year.. The final election was held Friday, Oct. 9.
Weary eyes survey the assignment
rther
sheets
to see if anything has been for- ing football games . . masamigra-(Continued from Page
eyes scan tne aate dook
weary
Gives
Club
got;
Case
game
for the
don
comment,- - but the acting on
something
new. Weary fingers flick
for
mostly etc. . , . vacations
etc.
the whole was good except for a few
the
keys
typewriter as if by
the
of
addresses
from our men
shortened . . .
minor roles done with too strong a
pull a story from
they
magic
can
some
endlessstretched
brothers)
(or section
1942 collegiate flavor.
Margaret Neely will be in charge of the inner workings of the machine. A
ly across the envelope . . . chapel cuts
One of the highest spots of the
feather cuts a quiz program, moaeiea alter ramu- - weary voice asks each and everyone
. . . crew
cuts
evening was furnished by Miss Richiar radio programs, which will feature who approaches, "What's new?"
. . . tests.
mond's rendition of "Only a Bird in
By BARBARA HAAS
a meeting of the French club Oct. 27 "What's cooking?" And still no story.
Month sliding into the next month
a Gilded Cage". She sang this pathetic
7 o'clock in lower Babcock.
Fire?
so . . , draft notices . . . goodbyes . . . at
This is Homecoming week-enballad with finesse and great dramatic
the club will be given
Members
of
about
trailed up to the
in
smoke
wi'sp
men
of
tramping
A
power. A faculty quartette likewise naturally this article will have nothing army and navy
numbers at the beginning of the meet sky
pile of leaves.
smouldering
.
the
.
.
mist
from
morning
engagement
a
highly delighted the audience. During at all to do with it. We're all excited
Those whose numbers are called
ing.
e
through
dances
twenty-fiv.
trailed
rings
my mind
.
idea
.
.
.
cent
.
An
the third act a number of old favorites about seeing the "old (?) grads" back,
will answer the questions in FrencKJ
fines
adage;
where
the
library
bridge
the
old
with
games
along
in
were sung in which the audience was
all the widows take hope again (ex- in the Shack interrupted by a local witn prizes oeing awarded to tne ones there's smoke, there's fire. I followed
asked to join.
answering the questions correctly. A
cept us "war widows"; we've given up
. , . "Arthur Murray
up the idea only to find a reporter
short business meeting will precede the already
The play will be repeated on Thurs. hope of
reMe
Dancing
Taught
there, basking in the afterHurry"
in
a
called
mythical
thing
that
a
day and Saturday nights. Don't miss
program.
by
sighs changed to groans
placed
the
Lord
glow.
Futile
"Praise
Pass
and
furlough), and boarding houses spruce
it. Take your own peanuts since none
the Ammunition"
golf and tendespair still no story!
of
so we'll
up for the big event
were offered for sale last night.
nis
tests.
Y.M., Y.W. Hold Picnic
The storm approached again. Lightwrite this article about school. (Don't
Cokes and Smokes
flashed and thunder roared once
ning
ask us why. Just to be individual, I
Holden
Basement
Then silence. This time the
more.
Chocolate Frosteds at the Student
guess.)
Grades Due Saturday
smug voice of the managing
sauve,
Union . . . cokes and smokes at the
Last night the Y. W., cooperating
- asked, "Where's the story?"
editor
Terms Shortened
Shack i . . Beethoven at the, music
with the Y. M,, had a campfire service
Reports on grades will be. due on
little
man in. the white coat who
The
Vic Day in the gym
School term shortened r v home- room
.
in Holden basement frmo 7 to 8.
Saturday, Oct, 24. All. freshmen and
the corner smiled gleewaited
around
lengthened
leaves falling in ram . . , more ram . , , term papers
will be held fully.
The
freshman
those upperdassmen whose marks are work
meeting
.
and outside reading . . . men return
Wednesday,
below C will receive grades. Only the lifeless heaps to be kicked along on ing
Oct.
next
28,
in
6:45
at
to the campus in uniform to sit in
I HAVE NO STORY, JOE.
lower Babcock. At this first freshman
freshman grades will be sent home.
the way to class . . . fighting, scream- - Faculty Row
Dad's Day and
meeting LaVerne Zavala,
Wilma
Homecoming
Conover, Evelyn Cotton, and DorHomecoming! Has that popped up othy Taylor, president,
again?; Tsk! Oh, all right then,, so program chairman, and secfetary-treas- .
Your Appearance is Your Business . . .
it's homecoming, so what? So - - . urer, respectively, will officiate, and
WELCOME BACK FOLKS AND plans will be discussed for the year's
make
. . .. Why
Our Business!
activities.
HAVE FUN.
In Hotel Wooster
l)-fu-

m;

d

rs
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A collection of Karl Merz's writings
and compositions, together with clippings and articles concerning his life,
are on exhibit in the college library.

aud-itoriu-

Senate-sponsore-

d.

In addition to his educational ac

are

Deadline" Blues
Appear as Editor
Demands Story

1

!

Play and Dance
Make Full Week
For Homecommg

CHAPEL

Senate Prexy Congratulates Frosh Senate Members
r
j
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Bond Committee

Cooke To Speak

r
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